Please Note:

This document is provided as a dimensional reference and should not be printed as a drilling template unless it can be correctly scaled to 100% by your printer.
FD2516-116 ANGLE BRACKET

FITTING OF FD2516-116 ANGLE BRACKET

DOOR CLOSER POSITION FOR FACE MOUNTING

DOOR CLOSER POSITION FOR UNDER JAMB MOUNTING.

MOUNTING POSITION FOR FD2516-116 ANGLE BRACKET IF REQUIRED.

INSERT SPACER BETWEEN DOOR CLOSER BODY AND COVER

UNDER JAMB MOUNTING

SLIDE ARM FIXING (LEFT HAND DOOR PUSH SIDE)

TOP OF DOOR

DOOR FRAME

SLIDE RAIL POSITION FOR FACE MOUNTING

Fitting for Face Mounting

FACE MOUNTING

UNDER JAMB MOUNTING

PRE-LOADING OF THE ARM

X\(\min \) 10mm...... max 70mm

Preload pinion as shown and assemble arm to pinion.